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As an EV owner, encountering barriers at charging stations like not having an 

account on the network or facing payment issues can be frustrating. To 

address this, we've developed the EVDC token and app. With EVDC, simply 

having your phone near the charger grants you immediate access as a guest 

user. After your charging session, the app automatically settles the payment 

with the provider using your token balance. EVDC is a decentralized token 

designed to serve as a digital currency for EV charging, available on Binance 

Smart Chain (BEP20).Smart Chain (BEP20).

INTRODUCTION



VISION
We see EVDC Network competing and leading in the EV charging industry. In the next 

five years, we aim to be at the forefront of this sector, known for our technological 

process and unwavering commitment to sustainability. We're building charging 

stations and the future of e-mobility.

STRATEGY
Our strategy revolves around two key pillars: expanding our charging infrastructure 

and continuously innovating our blockchain technology. We're actively working to 

increase the number of our charging stations, focusing on high-traffic and strategic 

locations. This expansion is about creating innovative, efficient, and sustainable 

charging solutions that resonate with our commitment to green energy.



The EVDC Application stands out as the pioneer in EV charging apps by integrating its 

own crypto token based on the Binance Smart Chain ecosystem. Directly linking to 

charging stations, the EVDC app offers users the option to pay with EVDC tokens or 

traditional credit/debit cards.

The app have a unique feature that enables charging without requiring a membership The app have a unique feature that enables charging without requiring a membership 

account. Our algorithm seamlessly generates a guest account for users, granting them 

access to the charging station without any manual intervention. Our goal is to ensure 

a smooth and hassle-free experience for all our users.

EVDC MOBILE APLICATION



EVDC MOBILE APP Available on both Android and iOS 
platforms through their respective 
official stores.

User-friendly interface and a range 
of features designed to enhance 
accessibility and efficiency.

Provides real-time station 
availability, navigation, charging 
session management, and secure 
cryptocurrency transactions.

More than 400,000 charging stations 
worldwide are compatible with the 
EVDC app, offering convenient 
charging options globally.



Enhance the EVDC app for 

improved  user experience.

Secure listing on MEXC exchange.

Initiate pre-orders for EVDC Pro/Lite  

chargers.

ROADMAP

Q2

(2024)

Q4

(2024)

Maintain momentum with regular 

updates and enhancements to the app.

Launch strategic marketing campaigns 

to expand user base.

Foster partnerships to strengthen market 

presence and reach.

Q1

(2024)
Revise pricing structure for charging 

sessions to opt e user engagement.

Pursue listing on LBANK exchange.

Introduce new and enhanced 

features to the EVDC app.

Q3

(2024)
Secure listing on a top-tier exchange to 

increase visibility and accessibility

Organize global community events to 

engage with users and stakeholders

Invest in research and development to 

drive innovation and product evolution.
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TOTAL SUPLY
200 000 000 000

60%
Marketing
and

Exchanges

33.1%
Owned
by

the community

TOKEN METRICS Distribution:
- 66.9% Allocated to 

marketing and exchanges

- 33.1% Owned by the 

community

Monthly Burn: 1% of app net profit from Monthly Burn: 1% of app net profit from 

the reserve wallet

Circulation supply : 60 Billion



THE FUTURE OF CHARGING 
Current Charging Stations across the World
* United States - 100K Charging points
* Germany - 80K Charging points
* Netherlands - 69K Charging points
* United Kingdom - 50K Charging points
* Canada - 15K Charging points
* * Others Country - 90k Charging points

In 2025, our goal is to double the number of 

chargers compatible with EVDC. As the 

demand for EV chargers continues to rise, 

we're dedicated to ensuring integration with 

our app, thus improving convenience and 

accessibility for electric vehicle owners.



SOCIAL MEDIA

EVDC 2024

https://www.facebook.com/EVDCTOKEN
https://www.instagram.com/EVDCTOKEN/
https://twitter.com/evdc_network
https://t.me/evdctoken

